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It is important to collect the risk information to better understand where
most of the transmission could be coming from. In the case of exposure
through a business or healthcare facility, we need to follow up with
facilities to improve practices (blood banks, tattoo parlors).

Or in the case of exposure via IVDU/sharing needles – quantifying those
exposures could inform policy, for example SSP development throughout
the state.

We also want to prevent transmission and improve outcomes for
individuals by providing information and pointing them to local resources.
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Upon assignment, first call the Infection Preventionist (if hospitalized) or ordering provider to
collect preliminary information such as reason for the test, whether the case was exhibiting
acute symptoms, and risk history

Then call the case to collect additional risk information

Opportunity to recommend treatment, talk about preventing transmission, and helping
connect them to care. HCV is now curable via several direct acting anti-virals.
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Before calling a case, consult with the hospital or provider to ensure that the case has been
notified of their diagnosis

•When a patient is seen/tested in the ED, providers do not always follow up with a
patient to inform them of their status

•In these instances, Epidemiologists or PHNs should prepare to provide the patient
with their diagnosis

If there is no number for the case (or no one is picking up after multiple attempts), it is ok to
contact the next of kin get in touch in the case, whether that be getting a better phone
number, etc. Of course, you want to be sensitive in conversation with next of kin, no need to
disclose diagnosis up front.

•Before considering a case lost to follow up, attempt a call at least 3 times and try to
call at different times of the day
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We all have them, but being aware of them may better facilitate difficult discussions. What
biases do you hold about someone young or old, male or female, or by the way someone
sounds?

•Ex: A male may have a feminine sounding voice and be assumed to be gay, or a
man has a masculine sounding voice so is assumed straight, this may influence what
types of questions you choose to ask

•Ex: When speaking with someone older, one may assume they don’t have sex or use
drugs and not ask about IVDU and sexual practices

•Ex: If someone during the interview identifies as “straight” you must still ask about
their sexual behaviors and partners.

MAIN MESSAGE: Don’t generalize or make assumptions about the case based on what you
think you know.

Personal experiences may influence your conversation with cases – for example, sex
outside of marriage, substance use disorder. It’s important to “monitor your own stuff” and
keep your reactions and personal feelings in check when these things come up in
conversation with cases.
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DO use sensitive terminology

•Avoid blaming words, say “passed the virus” instead of “gave the virus”

•Use “people who use drugs” instead of “drug users”

DON’T use labels

•Promiscuous, junkie, addict

DO ask for clarification of words/phrases that could have multiple meanings

•Hooking up, regular sex, sex

DON’T use value laden words

•Good/bad, responsible/irresponsible, smart/stupid

•Ex: “The best thing to do is wear a condom.” vs. “One way to reduce your risk is
wearing a condom.”
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Study the case report form. Being familiar with the type of information you need to gather helps
you have a structured conversation rather than a checklist conversation.

Warm them up – let them know that these questions are asked of everyone, and some of them may
be considered private, but it is all confidential and no assumptions can be made

Consider writing a standard introduction that includes your name, title, why you’re calling,
confidentiality, etc.

Tell them what’s in it for them - “I’d like to ask you some questions to determine how you may have
come into contact with hepatitis to help keep you and your contacts healthy.”

Start with open ended questions:

- “Tell me what you know about hepatitis already.”

- “Tell me about your use of drugs.”

These open-ended strategies help the conversation feel more na tural and less like you are going
through a checklist. You are likely to get more information. Fill out the case report form as they talk.
Go back and ask specific questions you may be missing later.
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